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Abstract

Background: Patient-based analysis of social media is a growing research field
with the aim of delivering precision medicine but it requires accurate
classification of posts relating to patients’ experiences. We motivate the need for
this type of classification as a pre-processing step for further analysis of social
media data in the context of related work in this area. In this paper we present
experiments for a three-way document classification by patient voice, professional
voice or other. We present results for a Convolutional Neural Network classifier
trained on English data from two different data sources (Reddit and Twitter) and
two domains (cardiovascular and skin diseases).

Results:
We found that document classification by patient voice, professional voice or

other can be done consistently manually (0.92 accuracy). Annotators agreed
roughly equally for each domain (cardiovascular and skin) but they agreed more
when annotating Reddit posts compared to Twitter posts.
Best classification performance was obtained when training two separate

classifiers for each data source, one for Reddit and one for Twitter posts, when
evaluating on in-source test data for both test sets combined with an overall
accuracy of 0.95 (and macro-average F1 of 0.92) and an F1-score of 0.95 for
patient voice only.

Conclusion:
The main conclusion resulting from this work is that using more data for

training a classifier does not necessarily result in best possible performance. In
the context of classifying social media posts by patient and professional voice, we
showed that it is best to train separate models per data source (Reddit and
Twitter) instead of a model using the combined training data from both sources.
We also found that it is preferable to train separate models per domain
(cardiovascular and skin) while showing that the difference to the combined
model is only minor (0.01 accuracy). Our highest overall F1-score (0.95) obtained
for classifying posts as patient voice is a very good starting point for further
analysis of social media data reflecting the experience of patients.

Keywords: patient voice; professional voice; social media; classification; Reddit;
Twitter

Background1

Introduction and Motivation2

There is a clear drive towards precision medicine in healthcare, to personalise a3

medicine treatment regimen for a particular patient, to ensure patients’ access to4

the right medicines in the right treatment pathway and to determine the right5

dosing amounts and/or dosing schedules at the right time. The better a treatment6

mailto:elizabeth@talkingmedicines.com
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can be personalised, the more effective it will be for that patient. This is difficult to7

achieve in practice, however, a better understanding of how existing medicines and8

treatment regimens are being experienced by patients will help to personalise their9

medicine. Such personalisation may typically include interventions to enable an10

individual to feel better and more in control as their disease state progresses from11

diagnosis to disease management. In this paper, we focus on patients’ accounts12

related to different medications and medical conditions in social media and present13

work on classifying such data automatically using neural machine learning.14

Research on analysing social media for health conditions or population health15

monitoring has increased considerably in recent years with the growing availability16

of data, Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) to collect it and the develop-17

ment of artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms to analyse it. As a result much work18

has focused on entity or concept tagging in social media posts, sentiment analysis or19

topic modelling of such data, and in the context of healthcare often with respect to20

particular domains which tend to be medical conditions or diseases. However, social21

media is made up of a mixture of a huge variety of information. For patient-centred22

healthcare analytics, it is therefore important to differentiate between posts which23

describe patients’ experiences and other types of posts.24

The overarching goal of our research and development project is to perform data25

analytics of medical information in social media posts using Natural Language Pro-26

cessing (NLP). This requires entity and concept annotation of posts voicing pa-27

tients’ experience as opposed to ones expressing professional experience, news and28

other types of content. In order to analyse social media in the context of precision29

medicine we must therefore identify those posts which represent the voice of the30

patient. We therefore treat this task as document-level classification task.31

As we will explore in more detail in the following Related Work section, previous32

work in this area has focused on identifying personal experience posts limited to33

one social media platform (Twitter) and a dataset mentioning a set of medicines34

used for different medical conditions [1, 2, 3, 4]. In our paper we extend the research35

in this area in three ways:36

• we classify social media post in a three-way classification task by patient voice,37

professional voice and other posts,38

• we extend the analysis done in previous work to include two data sources,39

Twitter and Reddit, and40

• we examine if there are differences in the way patients and professionals post41

about different medical conditions by investigating model performances for42

two different domains (cardiovascular and skin diseases).43

Related Work44

The use of AI in healthcare is attracting enormous amounts of funding and invest-45

ment both in research and industry, which has been accelerated dramatically during46

the COVID-19 pandemic. Davenport and Kalakota (2019) examined the potential47

for AI in healthcare in general and concluded that machine learning is fundamental48

in the development of precision medicine [5]. They state that AI algorithms will be49

applied increasingly within healthcare, with key applications being diagnosis and50

treatment recommendations, patient engagement and adherence, and administra-51

tive activities. The authors reflect on patient engagement and adherence being ”the52
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final barrier between ineffective and good health outcomes” and that this and other53

factors are increasingly being addressed by big data analysis efforts using AI. The54

paper states that relevant, targeted content provided to patients present itself a55

promising field of research in this area. We believe that the analysis of social media56

data related to medical conditions, medicines and side effects also has a role to play57

as part of the endeavour for achieving precision medicine.58

Social Media Analysis for HealthCare59

Antheunis et al. (2013) analysed patients’ and health professionals’ use of social60

media and found that patients primarily use Twitter for increasing their knowledge61

about a condition and exchanging advice, as opposed to Facebook which was used62

primarily by patients for social support and exchanging advice [6]. Their paper63

provides a review of the literature on this topic up until 2013 and sets out four64

motives for the use of social media and the internet more broadly in the context of65

health. These areas largely remain the same today, including searching information,66

providing social support, improving efficiency in terms of cost and quality of care67

and improving the relationship between patients and healthcare professionals. The68

authors’ analysis led them to conclude that patients’ main barrier for using social69

media was their concern for privacy and unreliability of information, as opposed to70

the professionals whose main barrier was inefficiency and lack of skills. Both types71

of users were expecting to use social media in the future which demonstrates its72

potential for data analytics.73

Denecke et al. (2015) examined ethical issues related to the use of social media74

in the context of patient-centred care and found that the main issues in the use of75

social media in healthcare applications are the preservation of confidentiality and76

privacy [7]. The authors state that, while the availability of data can be beneficial,77

the abuse of data needs to be prevented.78

In the context of cardiovascular diseases, one of the domains covered in our paper,79

Sinnenberg et al. (2016) carried out a large-scale Twitter analysis which focused on80

five cardiovascular diseases (hypertension, diabetes, myocardial infarction, heart81

failure, and cardiac arrest) using a number of related search queries. They collected82

tweets over a 5.5-year period, between 2009 and 2015 [8]. They excluded tweets83

that were automatically classified to be non-English and as well as any non-US84

tweets. They determined tweet location based on tweet coordinates (if available) or85

based on automatic mapping of locations mentioned in the tweets. They manually86

annotated a subset of 2,500 tweets for frequency analysis with respect to the different87

cardiovascular disease types. They concluded that Twitter is a promising resource88

for the study of communication about cardiovascular diseases which is one of the89

reason we chose this domain for our own research. One major drawback of this90

study is that it does not differentiate between patients’ first hand experience of the91

disease and other types of posts. This is a gap that our paper tries to address.92

Staying within this domain, Mandrola and Futyma (2020) provided a motivation93

and an overview of existing work on the analysis of social media data in the context94

of cardiology which is still fairly limited up to now [9]. They cite Sinnenberg et al.’s95

work [8] as well as another large-scale study which compared Twitter concordances96

mentioning adverse events with spontaneous adverse events reported to the Food97
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and Drug Administration (FDA) [10] and found a high correlation between them.98

Mandrola and Futyma’s overview concludes that digital media brings change to99

healthcare and focuses on the positive aspects of what this might enable in the100

future.101

Lu et al. (2020) reported on a study on temporal trends on mentions of and102

sentiment towards the flavour of e-cigarettes in social media data collected from103

Twitter [11]. Their study deliberately excluded Reddit posts as the authors expected104

sentiment analysis on Reddit posts to be harder as they are longer and provide more105

context. In contrast, we look at both Twitter and Reddit data to investigate how106

document classification models perform when tested in- and out-of data source to107

see how data source and size of context affect model performance.108

Kim at al. (2020) presented experiments on binary classification of tweets men-109

tioning methylphenidate or related brand names as either non-medical use or side110

effects using a Support Vector Machine (SVM) as their underlying machine learning111

algorithm [12]. Their best model, which was trained using a combination of training112

labels, features extracted from the tweet text as well as sentiment derived from each113

tweet, achieves high precision (>0.92) but fairly low recall.114

In the context of skin diseases, another domain selected for our experiments, Okon115

et al. (2020) analysed a corpus of Reddit posts to evaluate dermatology patient expe-116

riences and therapeutics. They used a combination of topic modelling using Latent117

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [13], spectral clustering [14] and word cloud visualisa-118

tions to identify cohesive themes within the topics emerging from the Reddit data119

but did not differentiate by patient experience or voice [15].120

Finally, Meeking (2020) conducted a thematic analysis of patient experience121

tweets containing the keyword ”radiotherapy”. Their analysis used a data set sam-122

pled across one year which was first manually screened for patient, healthcare pro-123

fessional, healthcare organisation by means of information provided either in the124

user profile on in the tweet text [16]. Our study attempts to automate this laborious125

manual screening step.126

Personal Experience Posts127

Jiang et al. (2016) understood the significance of distinguishing between social me-128

dia posts reflecting the personal experience of posters and other types of posts129

[1]. They created a Twitter data set containing tweets related to four dietary sup-130

plements annotated as Personal Experience Tweet (PET) or non-PET. This corpus131

was created semi-automatically by bootstrapping tweets iteratively using a machine132

learning classifiers trained on different text and metadata-related features. They use133

this method for pre-annotation to speed up the manual annotation process. Their134

final annotated corpus contains 8,770 tweets (2067 PET and 6703 non-PET). Inter-135

annotator agreement (IAA) was calculated using two annotators and achieved a136

Kappa score of 0.62 and an average agreement of 0.85% for both label types, PET137

and non-PET. Given that there is some distance between those scores and per-138

fect agreement, the authors concluded that this kind of annotation has a level of139

subjectivity.140

In a separate study, Sewalk et al. (2018) trained a patient experience classifier141

on tweets using SVM to train their models [17]. They report fairly low classifier142
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precision (0.70), recall (0.69) and accuracy (0.83) as well as a fairly low IAA accuracy143

(0.69) when comparing pairs of Amazon Mechanical Turkers who were employed to144

label the collected tweets. Their low classifier performance is not unexpected given145

their low IAA.146

Most recent work by the same group published by Zhu et al. (2020) compared pre-147

viously tested Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and word embedding models [2, 3]148

to RoBERTa models [18], pre-trained, updated and trained from scratch for binary149

classification of PETs [4]. All RoBERTa models outperformed the baseline mod-150

els significantly and updated pre-trained models performed best (F1-score=0.75).151

Their experiments and results are based on a publicly available Twitter dataset con-152

taining 12,331 tweets (2,962 PET tweets and 9,369 PET tweets) [2]. This dataset is153

a subset of tweets collected in 2015/16 mentioning 103 different medicines and was154

created using the same iterative approach as taken by Jiang et al. (2016) but this155

time a further annotator was used to adjudicate any doubly annotated tweets with156

disagreements in the labelling.157

Motivated by this previous work and social media analysis in the context of158

medicine more generally, we present experiments for both Reddit and Twitter data159

and employ three-way document classification to identify posts that signify patient160

voice, professional voice, or other types of posts. We also present in- and cross-161

data-source and cross-domain classification performance of a trained Convolutional162

Neural Network (CNN) classifier. In the next section, we describe the data that was163

used and manually annotated for this purpose and provide detailed IAA scores for164

three annotators for a sizeable sub-part of the data to gain a better understanding165

of the difficulty and subjectivity of this task.166

Data167

For the experiments described in this paper, we automatically collected social media168

posts from Twitter and Reddit reporting on either cardiovascular or skin conditions.169

Data Collection and Preparation170

Reddit posts were collected using the Pushshift Reddit API[1] (to perform histori-171

cal searches of posts) and the official Reddit API[2] (to download the post content).172

We gathered Reddit posts by searching relevant subreddits for a set of manually173

collected search terms for skin and cardiovascular related conditions (see Supple-174

mentary Material for a full list of subreddits and search terms per domain). We175

used the same set of search terms to collect tweets from Twitter relevant to each176

domain.[3] While we did not formally evaluate the relevance of each post to the177

two domains, previous research has showed that hand-selected search terms and178

hashtags lead to high recall and precision in that regard [19].179

The data was then further filtered by removing duplicates (where a duplicate is180

defined as a post with an identical identifier or an identical text body to one already181

collected). The Reddit API still returns posts that are retroactively deleted by users,182

replaying the post text with “[deleted]”. These posts were also filtered out.183

In total, we collected 29,383 posts, 19,669 Reddit posts and 9,714 tweets (see184

Table 1 for individual counts per data source and domain).185

[1]https://github.com/pushshift/api
[2]https://www.reddit.com/dev/api/

[3]The data was gathered over the time period of 2017-01-01 to 2020-07-17.

https://github.com/pushshift/api
https://www.reddit.com/dev/api/ 
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Manual Annotation186

The manual annotation of the data was conducted using Doccano,[4] an open source187

tool which supports collaborative annotation. The collected posts were loaded into188

Doccano and were then annotated by a group of annotators trained in the annota-189

tion for this project using a set of detailed annotation guidelines. These guidelines190

were developed during an earlier round of annotation on data related to COVID-191

19 and further adapted when moving to the two domains presented in this paper192

(cardiovascular and skin conditions). The annotators labelled each post on the doc-193

ument label by post types but also marked up a set of entities (such as symptoms,194

medicines, feelings etc.) within posts. This paper does not report on the textual195

annotation of the data but focuses only on the document-level annotation and clas-196

sification, and at the document level annotators were able to choose between the197

following six labels:198

1 Patient voice: a post describing the first hand experience of a patient.199

2 Professional voice: a post containing instructions or advice written by a200

medical healthcare professional, scientist or researcher (either uttered by the201

medical professional/scientist/researcher themselves or stated by someone else202

quoting them). This includes references to journal articles or posts with links203

by healthcare-related organisations and is not first hand patient experience.204

In some cases the link address is used to differentiate between professional205

voice and news.206

3 News: a post written by a news professional, i.e. a journalist, news outlet,207

blogger or influencer, and is not a first hand experience. Direct references and208

links to news are labelled as such. Other posts containing links to news but209

with additional information by the poster are tagged depending on what the210

additional information contains.211

4 Retweet: a post which is a retweet of a tweet (for data from Twitter only).212

5 Not English: a post written in a different language, even if the keywords213

match.214

6 Not relevant: a post which is either not related to the domain (cardiovas-215

cular or skin) or, if it is related to the domain, does not fit into any of the216

other categories.217

218

The following are two example posts labelled with patient or professional voice:219

• Patient voice post: I was diagnosed with Atrial Fibrillation 5 years ago.220

• Professional voice post: I am a cardiologist. In my professional opin-221

ion your cholesterol is pretty high. You should consider making some lifestyle222

changes.223

Patient voice clearly represents first hand patient experience whereas Profes-224

sional voice captures the voice of a medical profession, scientist or researcher.225

Annotators are instructed to assign exactly one label to each post with the ex-226

ception of retweets in which case they are asked to annotate which other category227

the retweet belongs to. For the experiments reported in this paper, retweets are228

filtered out to avoid duplicate information and posted labelled as news, not English229

and not relevant are all grouped into one Other category. This means that in our230

[4]https://github.com/doccano/doccano

https://github.com/doccano/doccano
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experiments each post has only one of three labels: Patient voice, Professional231

voice or Other.232

Table 2 lists overall counts for each type of label annotated in our data, per domain233

and data source as well as the distribution of label counts across the training data234

(80%) which we use for training our models and the test data (20%) used for235

evaluation.236

Results237

Inter-annotator Agreement238

We computed inter-annotator agreement (IAA) for the label assigned to each post239

to understand the difficulty of the classification task and to determine an upper240

bound for the performance that an automatic classifier could realistically obtain if241

it is trying to model human performance. We asked three expert annotators to label242

a total of 4,000 randomly selected posts each (1,000 per domain, cardiovascular and243

skin, and per data source, Reddit and Twitter).244

We then calculated IAA for each of the three annotator pairs in terms of overall245

labelling accuracy, as well as precision, recall and F1-score for each label type, the246

same metrics we use for reporting system performance in our experiments described247

in the next section. This is done by essentially treating the mark-up of one annotator248

as the gold standard and another as system and by comparing the annotations of249

each of the three annotator pairs. We then computed averaged accuracy and F1-250

scores (per label as well as macro averaged F1) across the pairs.251

Table 3 shows that average IAA is relatively high for Patient voice and Other252

at 0.93 F1 each and much lower for Professional voice at 0.59 F1. Overall IAA253

accuracy is 0.92.254

Experiments255

In this section we describe a series of experiments to classify social media posts from256

Reddit and Twitter by the type of their voice (Patient voice, Professional257

voice or Other). We report model performance when making use of all of the258

available training data as well as results when training models per data source and259

domain.260

Experiment 1: Training and testing on all data261

In this first experiment, we present the result for training our classifier on all of262

the annotated training data listed in Table 2, from both domains and data sources263

combined, and testing on all of the test data. We consider this model to be our264

baseline. The results reported in Table 4 show that the classifier is able to achieve265

reasonably high F1-scores for posts labelled as Other (F1=0.87) and Patient266

voice (F1=0.85). For Professional voice, the performance is quite low at 0.23267

F1 but that is likely due to the relatively small number of training examples (the268

% of posts with that label in the test data is the same as in the training data).269

Overall accuracy for this model reaches 0.85 which compares with an IAA of 0.92270

accuracy as the upper bound of what we believe a classifier could achieve with271

human intelligence.272
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Experiment 2: Training by data source (Reddit versus Twitter)273

We ran a second experiment to see how performance changes when training by data274

sources. We trained two classifiers, one on all of the training data from Reddit and275

one on the Twitter training data and tested on the different test sets.276

The results in Tables 5 and 6 show that the model trained on the Reddit data277

performs a lot better overall (0.87 acc.) than the equivalent Twitter model (0.79278

acc.) when tested on all of our test data and even outperforms the model trained279

on all of the data (see Experiment 1). This is in line with the IAA scores which are280

higher overall for Reddit than for Twitter and demonstrates that more consistently281

annotated data helps to improve classification performance.282

The Twitter model performs better only on the Professional voice label (0.66283

acc.) which we believe to be the result of it having access to almost double the284

number of training examples, 320 versus 170 post labelled Professional voice in285

the Reddit training data.286

When testing the Reddit and Twitter models on in- and out-of-source test data287

only (see Table 7) we found that models perform better on the data from the same288

source they were trained on. Their performance drops considerably (by >0.23 acc.)289

on out-of-source data. For comparison, the model trained on all the data (from both290

sources) performs roughly in the middle for each source-specific test sets. This is291

not unexpected as posts from Reddit and Twitter differ considerably in size of posts292

and therefore also their content and language. This means that we when building293

models for this social media classification task, it is important to stick with the294

same data source at train and run time. Adding more training data from a different295

source is not guaranteed to help to improve performance.296

Table 7 also shows how the two data source models perform when combined, with297

each model tested only on its in-source test data. The overall performance of this298

combination on all of test is 10% higher in accuracy (0.95% acc.) than the baseline299

model which is trained on all of the available training data.300

Experiment 3: Training by domain (Cardio versus Skin)301

Finally, we performed an experiment looking at domain specific models. We trained302

two models, one only on posts related to cardiovascular disease and one only on303

skin disease related posts. We tested them on in- and out-of-domain test sets (see304

Table 8). The cardiovascular model performs with 0.08 higher accuracy on the car-305

diovascular test data than the skin model does. Similarly, the skin model performs306

with an accuracy of 0.11 higher on the skin test data than the cardiovascular model.307

We can conclude that in-domain knowledge helps to improve performance but, at308

least in this case, model performance does not suffer as much across domain com-309

pared to across source. Each domain-specific model only slightly outperforms the310

full model (see ”All” in Table 8) trained on all of the data (cardiovascular and skin311

posts) in overall accuracy by 0.01 when tested on each domain-specific test set.312

This is mostly down to increased scores for the professional voice posts which are313

however not very frequent in the data.314
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Method315

Algorithm316

We used spaCy’s default TextCategorizer[5] module for multi-label text classification317

and are training it for our specific task to identify patient and professional voice318

posts in Reddit and Twitter data. This module represents a CNN architecture over319

the vectors of all tokens in the document [20] which has been mostly used for320

image analysis but in the last decade has been applied for different NLP tasks [21].321

spaCy’s TextCategorizer supports multiple architectures and we used the ensemble322

architecture to train all models in the experiments presented in this paper. As323

per the spaCy documentation (accessible on the spacy.io website), the ensemble324

architecture is a stacked ensemble of a bag-of-words model and a neural network325

model, the CNN with mean pooling and attention.326

We recognise that more complex models could be employed, but spaCy’s TextCat-327

egorizer offers a strong baseline combined with a high level of convenience and328

efficiency in training and deploying classifiers.329

Data Split330

We randomly split the annotated data into two subsets: train (80%) and test (20%).331

For this, we first shuffled the data, setting the random seed at 0 to ensure replica-332

bility. When splitting the data, we also ensured that the label distribution between333

train and test is the same (see Table 2).334

We trained the TextCategorizer on the training data and evaluated it on the test335

data (see Experiment 1) and also experimented with training and testing models per336

data source and domain (see Experiments 2 and 3). The classifier’s training script337

accepts a list of selected class labels as a parameter, e.g. ”Patient voice, Professional338

voice, Other”. While we kept Patient voice and Professional voice labels339

distinct for training the classifier, we combined all the other labels under the Other340

class. This greatly simplifies the multi-label classification task.341

Evaluation Metrics342

We report inter-annotator agreement and document classification performance using343

standard metrics, including precision, recall and F1 scores for each label type, macro344

averaged F1 across all label types as well as accuracy.345

Discussion346

We found that overall IAA accuracy for our three-way classification task is fairly347

high at 0.92%. When examining the IAA scores more closely (Table 3), IAA is also348

high across the table for Other and Patient voice posts from Reddit. Due to349

the large number of annotations of posts for each of these subsets, we assume their350

IAA scores to be representative. When comparing their IAA scores across the two351

domains (cardiovascular and skin), it appears that average F1 scores for Other or352

Patient voice posts do not differ by a lot. This leads us to conclude that human353

annotators are able to classify Reddit posts on either domain as Patient voice354

reasonably consistently.355

[5]We used spaCy version 2.3.2: https://spacy.io/api/textcategorize

 https://spacy.io/api/textcategorize
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However, IAA is lower for Patient voice annotations of tweets (0.69 for car-356

diovascular disease related tweets and 0.53 for tweets on skin diseases). There are357

less than 50 Patient voice annotations and either no or less than 100 Profes-358

sional voice annotations in the tweets sampled for computing IAA, those labelled359

as Other significantly outweigh the rest. For Professional voice, average F1360

is 0.85 for less than 20 cardiovascular Reddit posts. For the other data subsets per361

domain and data source IAA is a lot lower. Therefore Patient voice IAA scores362

for tweets, in particular, and all Professional voice IAA scores listed in Table 3363

should be treated with care and not assumed to be realistic estimates of IAA. More364

annotation examples are needed to get a better understanding of how well anno-365

tators agree on labelling them. With this caveat in mind, it does still appear that366

IAA is lower on tweets than on Reddit posts. We believe the reason for this to be367

the fact that tweets are much shorter and it is more difficult to label them manually368

due to the limited context they provide for this classification task.369

With respect to the three experiments (see Tables 4 to 8) conducted with different370

variations of training and test datasets (overall, by data source and by domain)371

we found the best performing models to be those which are trained on separate372

Reddit and Twitter posts. This result was not unexpected as they encompass clear373

differences, most of all size of posts and therefore level of detail in the language used.374

However, in machine learning there is a tendency to train models with as much data375

one can get access to and so our results show that throwing all our available data376

at this particular problem is not the right approach.377

When training by medical domain, however, our results show that, in the case of378

cardiovascular and skin diseases, training by domain as opposed to training a com-379

bined model does not lead to considerably different results. Each domain-specific380

model is trained on much less data than the combined model and still achieves a381

slightly higher accuracy (0.91 for cardiovascular and 0.77 for skin). On the other382

hand, the model trained on data from both domains also does not harm classification383

performance in the same way as the model combining data from two data sources.384

We suspect the reason for this is that patients and medical professionals use sim-385

ilar language when discussing medical conditions and diseases. While the medical386

terminology itself differs across domains, the context in which it appears provides387

sufficient overlapping signals and clues for the model learned from the combined388

training data to classify posts almost as accurately as the domain-specific models.389

Conclusions390

In this paper we presented a series of experiments on classifying social media data391

collected from Reddit and Twitter related to two different health conditions by392

patient and professional voice. We described the data used for training document393

classification models and how it was annotated, as well as presented average inter-394

annotator agreement scores three sets of double-annotations. We showed that this395

classification task can be done relatively consistently manually (with an overall IAA396

accuracy of 0.92), that annotators agree roughly equally on this task for each domain397

but that they agree more when annotating Reddit posts compared to Twitter posts.398

We have presented a number of experiments using all of our annotated training399

and test data or sub-sets for training models by source and domain and have tested400
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in- as well as out-of-source or domain. Based on the results we have learned that401

for the classification task to differentiate between patient voice, professional voice402

and other posts:403

• it is best to train separate models per data source (Reddit and Twitter) instead404

of a model using the combined training data from both sources.405

• it is better to train separate models with data coming from different domains406

(cardiovascular and skin) but their improvement over the combined model is407

marginal.408

Training models by data source and testing on in-source data has achieved high409

accuracy scores (>0.95 accuracy). We note that the Twitter model is trained on410

approximately half the number of posts than the Reddit model, and its training data411

is a lot smaller in terms of number of overall word tokens. Nevertheless, both perform412

equally well overall. However, when tested out-of-source, each model’s performance413

drops drastically. This means that to maximise accuracy and F1 scores these two414

models should be ideally used separately for classifying data from their own source.415

Using them in this way across the entire test set, each model run only on in-source416

test posts, we achieved an overall best combined performance for classifying patient417

voice (F1=0.95), professional voice (F1=0.88) and other posts (F1=0.96) with an418

overall accuracy of 0.95 and a macro-average F1 of 0.92. While direct comparison419

with previous work by other research groups in this area is not possible due to420

the use of different data sets and variation in the framing of the task, our patient421

voice score is nevertheless considerably higher than similar performance for patient422

experience tweets reported previously (see [4]).423

We also found that adding more training data from a different domain does not424

improve performance of domain-specific models, but also does not seriously harm425

overall accuracy. This suggests that there must be some similarities in the language426

used in the context of patient and professional voice posts written for different427

medical conditions, even if the condition- or medicine-specific terms differ for each428

domain.429
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Table 1 Number of posts per domain (cardiovascular and skin), data source (Reddit and Twitter)
and overall counts.

Domain \ Data Source Twitter Reddit Total
Cardiovascular 8,346 5,622 13,968
Skin 11,331 4,096 15,427
Both domains 19,669 9,714 29,383

Table 2 Number of posts per domain, data source and label type for train (80%), test (20%) and
overall.

Domain Data Source Patient voice Professional voice Other
Train (80%)

Cardiovascular Twitter 51 141 4,307
Reddit 2,665 124 3,889

Skin Twitter 1,264 179 1,835
Reddit 5,604 46 3,416

Test (20%)
Cardiovascular Twitter 13 35 1,075

Reddit 666 30 972
Skin Twitter 316 45 457

Reddit 1,400 11 854
All

Cardiovascular Twitter 64 176 5,382
Reddit 3,331 154 4,861

Skin Twitter 1,580 224 2,292
Reddit 7,004 57 4,270

Table 3 Inter-annotator agreement scores per domain and data source reported in terms of
average per label F1 scores, macro-averaged F1 and accuracy (and standard deviation in brackets).

Cardio/Reddit Cardio/Twitter Skin/Reddit Skin/Twitter All
F1: Other 0.90 (0.01) 0.93 (0.03) 0.89 (0.02) 0.95 (0.03) 0.93 (0.03)
F1: Patient voice 0.96 (0.01) 0.69 (0.09) 0.97 (0.01) 0.53 (0.19) 0.93 (0.03)
F1: Professional Voice 0.85 (0.03) 0.59 (0.07) 0.18 (0.15) - (-) 0.59 (0.06)
Macro averaged F1 0.90 (0.03) 0.73 (0.06) 0.68 (0.05) 0.74 (0.11) 0.81 (0.04)
Accuracy (%) 0.94 (0.01) 0.87 (0.04) 0.95 (0.01) 0.91 (0.05) 0.92 (0.03)

Table 4 Results for the baseline model trained on all of the training data when testing it on all of
test. We report precision, recall and F1 scores per label and overall as macro averages and
accuracy as well as the number of test examples (Support).

Train all / Test all Precision Recall F1 Support
Other 0.88 0.86 0.87 3,358
Patient voice 0.82 0.87 0.85 2,395
Professional voice 0.35 0.23 0.28 121
Macro averages 0.68 0.65 0.67 5,874
Accuracy 0.85

Table 5 Result for the model trained on all Reddit data and testing it on all of test. We report
precision, recall and F1 scores per label and overall as macro averages and accuracy as well as the
number of test examples (Support).

Train Reddit / Test all Precision Recall F1 Support
Other 0.94 0.85 0.89 3,358
Patient voice 0.81 0.94 0.87 2,395
Professional voice 0.71 0.31 0.43 121
Macro averages 0.82 0.70 0.73 5,874
Accuracy 0.87

Table 6 Result for the model trained on all Twitter data and testing it on all of test. We report
precision, recall and F1 scores per label and overall as macro averages and accuracy as well as the
number of test examples (Support).

Train Twitter / Test all Precision Recall F1 Support
Other 0.77 0.92 0.84 3,358
Patient voice 0.85 0.63 0.72 2,395
Professional voice 0.78 0.57 0.66 121
Macro averages 0.80 0.71 0.74 5,874
Accuracy 0.79
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Table 7 Result for the Reddit and Twitter models on in- and out-of-source test data sets
compared to the baseline model trained on all of the data. We also include the results for both
models when tested each on in-source test data combined compared to the baseline model trained
on all the data. We report F1 scores per label, macro-average F1 and accuracy across all three
label types as well as the size of the test set.

Model(s) Other: F1 Patient Voice: F1 Prof. Voice: F1 Macro F1 Acc. Test
Reddit 0.94 0.95 0.86 0.92 0.95 Reddit:
Twitter 0.74 0.69 0.00 0.47 0.71 3,933
All 0.85 0.88 0.30 0.68 0.86
Reddit 0.83 0.50 0.00 0.44 0.73 Twitter:
Twitter 0.98 0.90 0.90 0.93 0.96 1,941
All 0.90 0.64 0.26 0.60 0.83
Reddit&Twitter 0.96 0.95 0.88 0.92 0.95 All:
All 0.87 0.85 0.28 0.66 0.85 5,474

Table 8 Result for the cardiovascular and skin-specific models on in- and out-of-domain test data
sets compared to the model trained on all of the data. We report F1 scores per label,
macro-average F1 and accuracy across all three labels as well as the size of the test set.

Model Other: F1 Patient Voice: F1 Prof. Voice: F1 Macro F1 Acc. Test
Cardio 0.94 0.87 0.37 0.73 0.91 Cardio:
Skin 0.88 0.73 0.06 0.56 0.83 2,791
All 0.93 0.86 0.21 0.67 0.90
Cardio 0.69 0.63 0.07 0.46 0.66 Skin:
Skin 0.71 0.82 0.34 0.62 0.77 3,083
All 0.73 0.83 0.16 0.57 0.76
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